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I. Executive Summary

Bolivia, like many countries, has struggled to combat gender-based violence and discrimination for years. While the Bolivian government has had some success in its efforts to break down barriers for women,¹ and its commitment to fully eliminate disparate treatment on the basis of sex is admirable,² the number of femicides—the killing of women because they are women—in the country is alarmingly high. Bolivia has one of the highest rates of gender-related violence in all of Latin America,³ and perpetrators frequently evade accountability.⁴

In recent years the Government of Bolivia has taken some important steps to address femicide. For example, in 2013 the Bolivian government passed Law 348, which attempts to eradicate femicide through a series of policy changes designed to punish perpetrators and prevent such killings.⁵ Despite Bolivia’s efforts, however, the high rate of femicide in the country continues to threaten the lives of Bolivian women.

With this backdrop in mind, Mujeres Creando, a women’s rights organization based in La Paz, Bolivia, asked Harvard Law School’s International Human Rights Clinic (IHRC or the Clinic) to carry out a preliminary, independent examination of incidents of femicide in Bolivia. Through desk-based research on the relevant legal and policy frameworks and statistical data, as well as through interviews conducted with a variety of stakeholders in Bolivia, including women's organizations, government officials, attorneys, and victims’ family members, the Clinic sought to understand why the violence persists and how perpetrators often escape accountability, despite the government’s efforts.

The Clinic’s research identified three key areas that have hampered the government’s efforts to prevent femicide and to hold perpetrators accountable:

1. **Investigative Barriers:** Although Bolivia has policies in place to ensure that violent crimes against women are properly investigated,⁶ Bolivian police investigators struggle to carry out their work in a thorough and timely matter, and systematic roadblocks,
such as a lack of resources, corruption, and bias, can undermine their work.

(2) Judicial Barriers: Deficiencies in the judicial process make it difficult for many family members of femicide victims to pursue remedies. Prohibitive costs, delays, and corruption create obstacles for grieving families seeking justice for their loved ones.

(3) Institutional Discrimination: Frequently, inadequately trained judges, prosecutors, and investigators fail to implement the gender-sensitive perspective that Bolivian policies require. Instead, some officials approach their work with a gender bias, engaging in victim-blaming and discounting important evidence. Indigenous women suffer from additional cultural and language barriers that the State must address.

Based on these obstacles, the IHRC offers the following preliminary recommendations that, if properly implemented, may assist the Government of Bolivia in moving closer towards its stated goal of eradicating femicide. Section VII of this report provides more detailed recommendations and identifies the state actors or entities that can best address them.

(1) Implement Existing Laws and Procedures: The government should implement existing laws and procedures, such as Law 348 and the Minimum Guidelines for Investigation of Crimes Against Women and Femicide, which are designed to ensure the integrity of investigative and legal processes and to protect those seeking justice.

(2) Allocate Sufficient Resources: Recognizing that Bolivia has limited resources, the State should nonetheless ensure that adequate resources are allocated to investigate and adjudicate femicide cases.

(3) Eradicate Gender and Linguistic Barriers: The State must break down structural gender barriers by hiring and training more women investigators, prosecutors, and judges and should guarantee that families can seek justice in their native language.

(4) Process Cases in a Timely Manner: Bolivia must ensure that investigations and cases are completed out in a timely manner.

(5) Implement Proper Training: The government should strengthen the training of police, prosecutors, investigators, and judges on gender-sensitive approaches and gender-based crimes, including femicide.

(6) Address Corruption: The government should investigate and hold accountable prosecutors, lawyers, judges, and others involved in bribery, intentional delays, and other forms of corruption that undermine femicide cases.

(7) Collaborate with Other Stakeholders: The State can benefit from collaborating with civil society, non-governmental organizations, and universities to combat femicide and gender violence.

Bolivia has shown a genuine commitment to protecting women from femicide and gender-based violence. Although systematic factors and flaws in implementation have prevented this laudable goal from being fully realized, progress is possible with the requisite dedication of time and resources.
II. Methodology

This is a preliminary report based on research and fact-finding conducted by the International Human Rights Clinic at Harvard Law School (IHRC or the Clinic) on the incidence and adjudication of femicide in Bolivia. The project began in September 2018 with a review of research and statistics about femicide and violence against women in Bolivia, as well as a review of the relevant domestic and international legal frameworks and obligations. The Clinic additionally examined the files of eight femicide cases from the greater La Paz area and assessed statistics on over 200 more femicide cases throughout Bolivia over the past roughly five years.

In October 2018, staff and students from the IHRC team traveled to La Paz, Bolivia, to interview family members of victims, activists, members of civil society organizations, lawyers, forensic investigators, and government officials, including police officials, a prosecutor, a judge, and the President of Congress. Interviews were conducted both one-on-one and occasionally as group discussions. Upon returning to Cambridge, the IHRC team continued to have follow-up conversations with interviewees by telephone. The team conducted additional interviews in La Paz in early 2019.

The purpose of the interviews was to gain a broad understanding of the incidence, investigation, and adjudication of femicide in Bolivia as well as the specific challenges faced by victims and their families. The Clinic spoke with more than 25 interviewees whose experiences and perspectives were broadly representative of the individuals and institutions involved in the investigation and adjudication of femicide. Unless otherwise noted, the stories and quotations in this briefing paper are drawn from the October 2018 research trip and subsequent telephone and in person interviews. The names and identifying information of some interviewees have been withheld in order to preserve confidentiality.

Despite the government’s attempt to curb femicide, Bolivia has one of the highest rates of femicide per capita in the world. In 2017, its femicide rate -- 1.9 in per every 100,000 women -- was the second highest number of femicides per capita in South America, making it one of the most dangerous countries for women in Latin America.
III. Background

Over the past decade, the Bolivian government has taken many steps to advance the rights of women in the country. The government has enshrined specific gender rights into its Constitution,\(^9\) ratified treaties against gender violence,\(^10\) and enacted progressive legislation such as Law 348 to protect the lives of women.\(^11\) These measures have had some success in bettering the lives of women in Bolivia,\(^12\) and they demonstrate Bolivia’s commitment to addressing the unique issues affecting women.\(^13\) However, the rates of violence against women and femicide in Bolivia remain alarmingly high, making Bolivia one of the most dangerous places in all of Latin America for women.\(^14\) Accordingly, the Government of Bolivia must take further steps to combat gender inequality, violence against women, and femicide in the country.

Defining Femicide

Though definitions of femicide can vary, generally femicide is understood to be the intentional murder of women because they are women.\(^15\) In Latin America, the term femicide entered the social consciousness after the gross femicide epidemic of Ciudad Juarez, Mexico in the 1990s. Since then, 16 countries in Latin America have modified their laws to include gender-based killings.\(^16\) Bolivia codified femicide into its own legislation in 2013 through Law 348, which categorizes femicide as an extreme type of violence that “violates the fundamental right to life and causes the death of a woman because she is one.”\(^17\)

Often, femicide is the culmination of prolonged domestic violence, which can range from verbal harassment and other forms of emotional abuse to daily physical or sexual abuse.\(^18\) The crime differs from male homicide in specific ways. Most cases of femicide are committed by partners or ex-partners and involve ongoing abuse in the home, threats or intimidation, sexual violence, or situations where women have less power or fewer resources than their partners.\(^19\)

This pattern is categorized as “intimate femicide.”\(^20\) In these cases, the perpetrators are generally current or former intimate partners, husbands, and boyfriends, but can also include other family members.\(^21\) The U.N. estimates that intimate partners or family members are responsible for 58% of murders of women, whereas those outside of intimate family circles generally are responsible for the killings of men.\(^22\) Intimate femicide is the most pervasive type of gender-based murder encountered in this investigation. Understanding the distinction between homicide and femicide and the instances in which femicide occurs is crucial to assess the measures needed to ensure women’s safety.

Current Situation of Women in Bolivia

Despite its efforts to eradicate femicide in the country, Bolivia is one of the most violent countries in Latin America for women. Because domestic violence and other forms of gender violence are often precursors to femicide, it is important to explore the general state of violence against women in Bolivia. A 2013 report from the Pan-American Health Organization (PAHO) identified Bolivia as the Latin American country with the highest percentage of women between the ages of 15 and 49 who reported physical violence by a partner.\(^23\) In Bolivia, seven out of every ten women suffer some form of physical assault, almost always committed by a man living in their home.\(^24\)

Due to underreporting, the actual number of women living in abusive circumstances is likely even higher. According to a 2009 study, 75% of Bolivian women in consistently violent situations do not report their abuser to the authorities.\(^25\) This lack of reporting can be attributed to fear of reprisals, concerns about their children, economic pressures, and the stigma that accompanies such reports.\(^26\)
In addition, remedies are rare even when women do report their abuse. Because of institutional and social barriers, only around 4.7% of reported cases of political violence against women are ever brought to court. In 2016, the Bolivian Ombudsman registered 416 cases of violence against women, but the State only resolved around 4.5% of those cases. Similarly, the rate of prosecution of perpetrators of sexual violence is alarmingly low. According to a 2013 report by the Bolivian Ombudsman, approximately 14,000 complaints of sexual violence are filed annually by women and girls, and only 0.04% of these reported cases result in a sentence against the perpetrator.

The statistics are similarly bleak with respect to the occurrence of femicide in the country. In 2017, Bolivia had one of the highest rates of femicides per capita in the world (1.9 per every 100,000 women) and the second highest number of femicides per capita in South America. According to the Bolivian Ombudsman, 96% of femicides occur between people known to each other and more than 60% of Bolivian victims of femicide were murdered by their intimate partners. A third of these victims were beaten to death. Additionally, 86% of the victims of femicide were women between 14 and 40 years old.

Despite Bolivia’s efforts to curb femicide through legislation, recent numbers remain disturbingly high. During the first 65 days of 2018, a total of 28 femicides were recorded, meaning that on average, a woman was killed every 56 hours. The Attorney General’s Office has recognized that the number of reported femicides in the country has increased in recent years. According to one report, 109 cases of femicide were recorded in 2017 and 104 cases in 2016. Between January and October of 2014, the Centro de Información y Desarrollo de la Mujer (CIDEM) reported 103 cases of femicide. The number of cases, of course, varies depending on the institution gathering statistics. As the Bolivian Ombudsman noted, the number of femicides they counted and those from CIDEM were quadruple those counted by the Fuerza Especial de Lucha contra la Violencia (FELCV), the branch of the Bolivian police in La Paz specifically in charge of investigating gender-based offenses.

Unfortunately, femicide in Bolivia frequently goes unaddressed. According to CIDEM, Bolivian courts issued sentences in eight of the alleged 206 femicides that occurred between January 2013 and November 2014. The Bolivian Ombudsman estimates that less than 4% of known cases of femicide end in a sentence. Such a high level of impunity for perpetrators of femicide is alarming and signals that the Bolivian government must do more to provide justice to victims and their families.

**Bolivia’s Legal Obligations**

Bolivia has recognized the importance of preventing, sanctioning, and eliminating violence against women, including femicide, under the country’s own domestic laws and through international treaties. This subsection provides a brief overview of Bolivia’s relevant legal obligations.

**Domestic Legal Obligations**

Under domestic law, the Plurinational State of Bolivia has a duty to prohibit and punish gender discrimination and violence against women, including femicide. This duty is enshrined in the country’s 2009 Constitution, which guarantees the “free and effective” enjoyment of rights to all people without distinction by gender. Among the rights guaranteed to women are the rights to life and to freedom from cruel, inhumane, and degrading treatment. The Constitution provides further safeguards to women, stating, “Everyone, in particular women, has the right not to suffer physical, sexual, or psychological violence in the family as well as in society.” Further, the Constitution pledges that the State “shall adopt the measures necessary to prevent, eliminate and penalize gender and generational violence” in the public and private spheres.
women, the Government of Bolivia has taken other legal steps over the past decade to protect women from violence and to battle femicide. In 2008, for example, the government adopted a National Plan for Equal Opportunities, which outlines among other civil rights protections Bolivia’s vision to “generate the conditions for a life free of gender violence.”

In March 2013, the Bolivian government further committed to combating femicide by passing the Comprehensive Law to Guarantee Women a Life Free from Violence, known as Law 348. Law 348 incorporates the crime of femicide into the country’s penal code and establishes mechanisms to prevent femicide and punish gender-based violence, which is an essential step to guarantee women a dignified life and the full exercise of their rights. Law 348 considers femicide to be amongst the most extreme forms of gender discrimination and imposes a mandatory sentence of 30 years in prison without parole for those found guilty of the crime. Law 348 calls for all levels of government to design and implement policies to prevent violence against women and to provide care and justice to the women who have experienced violence.

**International Legal Obligations**

In addition to embracing commitments to combat femicide under domestic law, Bolivia has extensive international legal obligations to prevent violence against women, including femicide, and to punish those responsible for these crimes. These international obligations are incorporated into the State’s own domestic legal framework. Articles 256 and 410 of the Bolivian Constitution declare, “International treaties and instruments in matters of human rights that have been signed and/or ratified...shall have preferential application over those [rights] in this Constitution.” Accordingly, these international human rights treaties carry constitutional weight and form, along with the Constitution, the supreme law of Bolivia. Law 348 recognizes this constitutional framework and imbeds itself in international human rights commitments that guarantee women’s right to freedom from violence.

The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) is one of the primary international instruments that imposes obligations on the Plurinational State of Bolivia to protect women. CEDAW, ratified by Bolivia in 1990, condemns all forms of discrimination against women. The UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women has stated that gender-based violence, including “acts that inflict physical, mental or sexual harm or suffering” on women because they are women, is a form of discrimination prohibited by CEDAW. Consequently, the Bolivian government has an obligation to take all appropriate measures, including legislation (such as Law 348), to eliminate femicide, gender-based violence, and other forms of discrimination against women. Simply enacting legislation is not enough, however. State signatories to CEDAW must ensure that laws are executed and must strive to eliminate socio-cultural patterns of conduct that are based on stereotyped roles for men and women, in order to realize equality for women in all aspects of life.

Bolivia possesses further international legal responsibilities to eradicate femicide under the Inter-American Convention on the Prevention, Punishment and Eradication of Violence Against Women, also known as the “Convention of Belém do Pará,” ratified by Bolivia in October 1994. The Convention of Belém do Pará affirms that violence against women is a violation of women’s human rights and dignity and lays out min-
imum due process rights that every woman should possess, including the right to simple and prompt recourse to a competent court for protection against acts that violate her rights. The Convention calls on signatories to: ensure that state authorities apply due diligence to investigate, prevent, and impose penalties for violence such as femicide; include appropriate legislation to reach these goals; adopt measures to prevent perpetrators from harassing, intimidating, or threatening women; and establish fair and effective legal procedures for women subjected to violence, among other measures. State signatories must also promote social and cultural change through training and education programs.

The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights and Inter-American Court of Human Rights, whose jurisdiction Bolivia recognizes, have further contributed to the development of legal standards relating to violence against women and femicide. The Inter-American Commission has affirmed that states are obligated to act with due diligence to prevent, investigate, and swiftly punish all acts of violence against women and are required to ensure the availability of effective, adequate, and impartial judicial mechanisms for victims of sexual, and gender, violence.

Several decisions from the Inter-American system impart duties on member states like Bolivia that are confronted with femicide. In 2001, in the Maria da Penha case, the Commission applied the Convention of Belém do Pará for the first time to denounce state tolerance of violence against women. The Commission held that Brazil did not act with due diligence to prevent and punish domestic violence, having taken 17 years to convict the victim’s abuser, her husband. The Commission found that Brazil had failed to protect the victim’s rights through unjustified delay and negligent processing of the domestic violence case. It further concluded that a states’ duty to act with due diligence goes beyond the prosecution and conviction of perpetrators of violence against women and includes the obligation to pursue “by all appropriate means and without delay” policies to prevent such violence. The Commission asserted that “general and discriminatory judicial ineffectiveness [creates] a climate that is conducive to domestic violence.”

In 2009, in González y Otras v. México (“Cotton Field Case”), the Inter-American Court of Human Rights reinforced states’ responsibility for irregularities and delays in the prevention and investigation of femicide cases. The Court found that Mexico did not fulfill its duty of due diligence in investigating the deaths of the three femicide victims and concluded that it is a state’s responsibility to investigate and “thereby guarantee the rights to life, personal integrity and personal liberty.” The Court further held that slow or delayed investigations, negligence in collecting and testing evidence, loss of evidence in government custody, and a lack of a gender understanding of the crime of femicide violate women’s rights. The Court affirmed that “the States should not merely abstain from violating rights, but must adopt positive measures to be determined based on the specific needs of protection of the subject of law,” either because of a victim’s personal situation or because of the specific circumstances in which she finds herself.

**Procedural Guidelines**

In addition to being bound by domestic and international legal obligations, the Bolivian government has developed guidelines that impart responsibilities on certain actors and officials in their management of femicide cases. Both the Minimum Guidelines for Investigation of Crimes Against Women and Femicide and the Manual to Judge with a Gender Perspective create protocols relevant for the purposes of this investigation.

The Public Ministry published the Minimum Guidelines for Investigation of Crimes Against Women and Femicide (the “Minimum Guidelines”) in 2016 in order to provide instructions and standards of conduct for investigators, police, prosecutors, and other judicial authorities in the investigation of cases of violence against women and femicide. The Ministry has emphasized the importance of carrying out these protocols promptly since as time passes, the risk of losing
evidence and the probability of impunity increases.\textsuperscript{80} The Minimum Guidelines specifically state that all urgent investigative acts, such as examining the body, inspecting the crime scene, and conducting interviews and interrogations, must be conducted immediately.\textsuperscript{81} The guidelines further hold that the preliminary stage of the investigation must be completed within eight days,\textsuperscript{82} and the preparatory stage must be completed within six months of the formal charge of the defendant.\textsuperscript{83}

The Minimum Guidelines lay out additional procedural protocols that officials must follow, such as how to collect and process evidence and submit it to the appropriate chain of custody.\textsuperscript{84} Additionally, the Minimum Guidelines highlight the unique nature of femicides and guide investigators and prosecutors to act with sensitivity\textsuperscript{85} to avoid prejudices that can affect the investigation.\textsuperscript{86} This requires conducting investigations of apparent femicides with a “gender perspective”\textsuperscript{87} and an “intersectionality analysis,”\textsuperscript{88} as well as utilizing “gender-sensitive tools.”\textsuperscript{89}

The Manual to Judge with a Gender Perspective (the “Manual”) published by the Justice Ministry of Bolivia is another initiative by the government to codify responsibilities for state actors in femicide cases.\textsuperscript{90} Like the Minimum Guidelines does for investigators and prosecutors, the Manual requires judges to implement a gender perspective throughout the adjudication of femicide cases.\textsuperscript{91} It emphasizes that a gender perspective is essential in guaranteeing access to justice for women that have endured violent conduct, including femicide.\textsuperscript{92}

These procedural guidelines, as well as the aforementioned domestic and international laws highlighted in this section, impart clear obligations on the Bolivian government to address the various barriers that the Clinic has identified for families seeking justice in femicide cases. The following challenges must be tackled.

International Women’s Day March in Bolivia. One of the primary themes of the protest was femicide. ©2019 Thomas Becker
IV. Investigative Barriers

The Bolivian government has taken important recent steps to combat femicide, including codifying the crime of femicide in its legislation\textsuperscript{93} and publishing investigatory\textsuperscript{94} and adjudicatory\textsuperscript{95} manuals for femicide cases. Nevertheless, individuals interviewed by the Clinic team described systematic investigative failures that still prevent the truth from being uncovered in many cases of femicide and violence against women. The following section identifies several investigatory issues that impede justice in femicide cases.

Lack of Timely Autopsies

In interviews with the Clinic team, several family members of femicide victims explained that they did not receive autopsy reports in a timely manner, which negatively impacted their ability to bring cases. According to the Minimum Guidelines published by the Public Ministry, timely autopsies play an important role establishing the facts in femicide investigations.\textsuperscript{96} A senior official involved in femicide investigations confirmed this point in an interview, emphasizing the importance of performing an autopsy and capturing photos of the bodily injuries within 24 hours of the body being discovered.\textsuperscript{97} Unfortunately, according to several victims’ family members as well as government officials with whom we spoke, the protocols on autopsies are often not carried out promptly.\textsuperscript{98} One medical examiner who conducts femicide autopsies stated that these procedures are infrequently followed and that investigators often delay opening investigations until months after a killing has occurred.\textsuperscript{99} These delays in conducting autopsies and obtaining evidence often lead to the loss of significant relevant information, which can have a detrimental impact on an investigation.

One interviewee explained how an investigation into her daughter’s death was impaired by a failure to carry out a timely autopsy. Sixty-three-year-old Teodora Mendoza Martínez (“Doña Teo”), whose daughter Veronica Chino was found dead on January 15, 2012,\textsuperscript{100} recalled that the police never conducted a legal autopsy despite the fact that the family provided all required documents and requested both a physical
and psychological autopsy. Doña Teo stated that four or five years after her daughter’s death, a necropsy was conducted, revealing marks that suggested that she was choked, as well as additional suspicious marks on her arms, legs, and back.

Other interviewees detailed how investigators never performed an autopsy or necropsy at all. For example, after Yessenia Fuentes was found dead on September 22, 2011, the cause of death was determined to be suffocation. But as Yessenia’s mother Miriam Valeriano, explained, the prosecutors did not conduct a full autopsy or make efforts to discover the exact date and time of death, despite the presence of bodily injuries indicating physical trauma and sexual abuse. Similarly, Daniela Tapia died in a clinic on December 15, 2017 after experiencing significant physical and psychological abuse at the hands of her husband. Despite her father’s request for the body, the clinic immediately turned her body over to a funeral home, where it was doused in formaldehyde. When her father was finally able to recover her body, he requested an autopsy but was told that the formaldehyde made it difficult to conduct tests. According to Daniela’s family, although an autopsy and toxicology exam would have still been possible, the prosecutor’s office refused to investigate any further.

Another police official echoed this sentiment, stating, “the investigation begins at the crime scene. To be successful, you need a good investigation.” Unfortunately, as a third medical investigator recounted, “Often times investigations start months after [the killing] happens. If you don’t collect evidence immediately, you lose it... Police often start too late.”

While some officials state that police investigators and prosecutors do their best to fulfill their duties to investigate thoroughly and quickly, our interviews suggest that these procedures are not always followed. For example, Magda Choque died at the hands of her abusive husband, a police officer, on November 30, 2017. Magda had previously reported her husband’s violence and subjected herself to a medical examination to demonstrate the abuse. However, Magda’s half-sister Calixta Choque recalled that following Magda’s death, the Prosecutor’s Office failed to pull the records of the previous charges leveled against Magda’s husband and ignored the fact that Magda’s body had marks indicating abuse. Calixta further stated that prosecutors never asked Magda’s husband to make an official statement and failed to interview the couple’s three children about their parents’ relationship. In addition, Magda’s death certificate, issued by the Civil Registry Service of La Paz, listed both the wrong date and cause of death.

Investigative Errors in the Field

The Clinic team examined several instances where cases were undermined due to the failure of investigators, police, and prosecutors to carry out additional tests, collect evidence, and speak with relevant witnesses in a timely manner. Under Article 134 of the Bolivian Code of Penal Procedure, the initial stages of an investigation must be finished no more than six months after the start of the investigation. Time-liness is particularly important in femicide investigations since, according to a senior forensic examiner who investigates femicide cases, the truth of what happened is harder to discover as time passes.

Bartolina Ramos recalled how the police similarly failed to discharge their duty to investigate in the death of her daughter, Vethy Mamani. Vethy was killed on September 30, 2018 after a night out with her friends and her abusive boyfriend. Even though the street outside the nightclub where the group spent their evening had security camera footage that could potentially have helped determine the circumstances that led to Vethy’s death, investigators and prosecutors never asked for access to these tapes.

Veronica Quintana’s case suffered similar investigative deficiencies. Veronica was found dead in a ravine on August 10, 2013. Her sister, Paola Quintana, recalled how investigators neglected to examine the car that had transported Veronica and her alleged mur-
Vethy Mamani

Vethy was a 23-year-old college student in La Paz. She was one of eight children in a loving, hard-working home. Vethy’s mom, Bartolina, describes her daughter as studious, but also playful and joyful. Vethy was only two months away from graduating college when she was killed.

On September 29, 2017 Vethy left her home to go out for the night. Witnesses saw her with her boyfriend, who allegedly had a history of violence. After Vethy did not return home, Bartolina looked all over La Paz for her daughter the following morning. She checked the school, hospital, police station, and even the morgue, but to no avail. Hope was lost when later that day, local authorities discovered Vethy’s body 138 feet below the Bridge of the Americas.

Bartolina thinks about her daughter everyday. “Her laugh never leaves my mind. I hear her giggles. I’ll never forget them,” she states. For the past year, Bartolina has fought to hold her daughter’s killer accountable. “I go to the America Bridge at night and hope she is sitting there, but now she’s gone...I just want justice,” she states.

Above: Bartolina Ramos holding photos of her daughter Vethy Mamani for an interview ©2018 Mujeres Creando

To the Right: The Bridge of the Americas. Vethy Mamani’s body was discovered 138 feet below the bridge on September 30, 2017. ©2019 Thomas Becker
ders. Furthermore, despite evidence that she had been sexually assaulted, the investigators apparently never tested her underwear for semen.

Investigators also appear to have made several errors in the case of Andrea Aramayo. Andrea died on August 19, 2015 after being struck by the car of her boyfriend, William Kushner. A key question in the case against William is whether he hit Andrea intentionally or accidentally. Andrea’s mother, Helen Alvarez, explained how prosecutorial and investigative mistakes have made it increasingly difficult to discover the truth of what occurred. Although there were two witnesses to the event, the police did not immediately take statements from either witness and later were unable to locate them to obtain statements. In addition, although the club where the incident occurred had security cameras outside that may have filmed it, the police initially claimed that the cameras did not work. Once it was discovered that the cameras did in fact work, the prosecutor took six days to request the tapes, at which point the images were gone. Had the tapes been immediately requested, they may have revealed whether William intentionally or accidentally struck Andrea.

Additionally, Andrea’s case appears to have been further complicated by errors in collecting evidence. According to the Public Ministry’s Minimum Guidelines, prosecutors must ensure that any vehicles that may have been involved in the commission of a crime are requisitioned and stored properly. However, Helen stated that the police waited almost a month before examining William’s car that had struck Andrea. During this month, under orders from the prosecutor, the car was left in an open-air garage with only a piece of paper indicating that it was under investigation.

Although the police eventually collected biological samples from the car, including blood, hair, and clothing fiber, it is possible that this evidence was contaminated by the long wait time, the conditions of the car’s storage, and the fact that the car was easily accessible to the public. When evidence was finally collected from the car, the police failed to conduct the DNA testing themselves but rather arranged for a private contractor to do so, raising concerns about the chain of custody over the evidence and about the reliability of the DNA test that was eventually conducted. Moreover, the police failed to test the clothing fibers after losing them when they dropped them and they blew away. Helen also recalled that the police neglected to take immediate custody of the clothing Andrea had been wearing when she was killed, making evidence procured from the clothing less reliable than it otherwise would have been.

Further evidence was potentially lost when the police failed to immediately close off and investigate the street where the accident occurred, violating the manual’s requirement that prosecutors protect the crime scene and prevent the access of third parties to the scene so as to avoid contamination. Instead, the officials overseeing Andrea’s case allowed cars to continue driving over the crime scene and only collected evidence from the site three days after the incident, following a day of heavy rain. When they did investigate the site, the police allegedly did not test for tire marks that could have indicated whether William attempted to stop the car before hitting Andrea. According to a high-level forensic investigator, these types of delays and errors can be particularly
problematic, because the success of an investigation hinges on work done at the crime scene itself rather than in the lab.¹³⁹

Lack of Resources, Training, and Oversight: “It’s a total destruction of justice.”

Many individuals interviewed by the Clinic team identified systemic issues—particularly a lack of resources, heavy workloads, and lack of accountability—as factors that further undermine justice in femicide cases.

Several interviewees stated that the lack of sufficient resources to properly carry out investigations poses a major challenge. One senior police official who investigates femicide cases estimated that around 30% of the evidence available in criminal investigations is not processed due to a lack of resources.¹⁴⁰ A Bolivian police officer expressed similar frustrations, explaining that “with the police’s few resources, what can you do, particularly with complicated cases like violence against women or femicide?”¹⁴¹ The President of Bolivia’s Congress explained how Bolivia’s limited resources may mean that offices lack necessary infrastructure, equipment, and personnel.¹⁴² She suggested that the country could benefit from an independent audit to allow those resources that are available to be properly allocated to the most important issues.¹⁴³

Several investigators interviewed by the Clinic team discussed the ways that their work has been undermined by a lack of resources. For example, officials who investigate femicide cases recalled having to buy their own materials to conduct investigations.¹⁴⁴ One explained that “we don’t have photographs,” and that he had “brought his own computer,”¹⁴⁵ while another recalled bringing his “own equipment to use for investigations.”¹⁴⁶ One of the investigators also lamented, “you lose good people who are interested because of a lack of resources,” resulting in qualified and dedicated investigators leaving an already understaffed profession.¹⁴⁷ This investigator further noted that families of femicide victims sometimes end up paying for the necessary investigative materials out of their own pockets, even having to “bring their own recorders or cameras” because of either the limited administrative budget, chosen government allocation of resources, or lack of interest in investigating the case.¹⁴⁸ If victims’ families do not have the financial resources to provide investigatory materials, their investigation may remain incomplete.¹⁴⁹

Often, femicide cases are further undermined by the excessive workload of Bolivian prosecutors.¹⁵⁰ According to Bolivia’s Attorney General, prosecutors in districts such as La Paz, Santa Cruz, and Cochabamba are assigned 600 to 700 cases for processing.¹⁵¹ Several officials with whom we spoke expressed concern about this workload. A long-serving Bolivian police officer told us that prosecutors are often responsible for an unmanageable number of cases at a single time, which means they may struggle to ensure that the appropriate investigative steps are taken in every case.¹⁵² A former high-level police investigator who worked on femicide cases also observed that “sometimes the prosecutors just sign off on what police do without looking at their evidence,” perhaps due to their oppressive workload.¹⁵³

Interviewees expressed that these problems are compounded by a general lack of oversight within the institutions that investigate femicide cases. According to a police officer with whom we spoke, there needs to be more accountability for those who investigate femicides, particularly prosecutors.¹⁵⁴ “It’s a total destruction of justice,” he stated. “Prosecutors need to respect procedures, but they do not.”¹⁵⁵

Several people noted that an absence of meaningful oversight can lead to corruption in investigations and breed undertrained investigators. Human rights activists from the Permanent Assembly of Human Rights (APDH) raised concerns about corruption in the body responsible for forensic analysis in La Paz,
Yessenia Fuentes

Yessenia ("Yes") was a 20 year-old student at the Centro Boliviano Americano University. Her mother Miriam boasts about her caring daughter who was close to completing her degree in English. On the morning of September 21, 2011, Yes left her house to go to classes but never returned home. The following day, Miriam went searching for her daughter at the university, but officials said she never arrived. Later that afternoon, the family saw on television that police found a body with blue shoes that looked like those worn by Yes. Miriam rushed to the police station to find out that her daughter had been sexually assaulted and suffocated to death.

Yes’ death has been devastating to the family. “Everyday I cry. There are no birthdays with her, no celebrations, nothing…On Christmas, New Years, there is always one missing,” her mother laments. “I still hear my daughter’s voice saying, ‘Mommy, Mommy.’ I will never forget her,” she continues. The memory of her daughter is painful, but it has fueled her fight for justice for Yes and all victims of femicide.

Instituto de Investigaciones Forenses (the IDIF). A former high-level police investigator also expressed concern that the quality of the IDIF’s work has deteriorated because many untrained people have been hired as personal favors. According to this investigator, problems with the chain of custody or maintenance of evidence are mostly a result of hiring investigators who lack proper experience or training. He recalled attending a recent training class for FELCV field investigations, where he was “surprised that they didn’t know how to investigate.” This investigator also mentioned instances of investigators struggling with technology, accidentally deleting or manipulating photos, or taking evidence home and misplacing it. He emphasized that these mistakes make it difficult to prosecute femicide cases since “if the work is done poorly, we cannot tell if it is femicide.”

Taken together, these interviews indicate that a lack of resources, heavy workloads, and inadequate oversight may combine to pose significant obstacles to legal accountability for violence against women, thus jeopardizing Bolivia’s goal of eradicating femicide and gender-based violence.
V. Judicial Barriers

In addition to the investigatory obstacles described above, families of femicide victims recounted a number of barriers—both economic and procedural—that adversely impacted their ability to obtain justice in courts and continue to prevent Bolivia from meeting its goal of providing a free, fair, and transparent path to justice for women.

The Cost of Justice: “In Bolivia, justice is not free. You buy it.”

Interviews conducted by the Clinic team revealed that the cost of seeking legal recourse remains a significant hurdle to justice for many Bolivians. One police officer indicated that legal costs in a Bolivian femicide case can total between USD 5,000 to USD 25,000. Legal costs typically include direct costs, such as attorney fees, court expenses, filing fees, and materials for investigations, and indirect costs, such as transportation costs, loss of work hours, and childcare. In a country where the monthly median wage is approximately USD 232, bringing a legal claim may simply be beyond the means of many Bolivians. Legal costs can effectively exclude average Bolivians, particularly low-income and indigenous women, from the justice system.

Each of the families we interviewed expressed that they were forced to absorb prohibitive costs at different points in the judicial process. Some stated that it was common for families to pay for basic investigatory materials. Paola Quintana, Veronica Quintana’s sister, recounted having to buy materials, including cotton swabs and plastic bags, for the IDIF forensic investigator to complete the autopsy examination to determine how Veronica was killed and whether she was raped. Similarly, Bartolina Ramos, Vethy Manini’s mother, was asked to pay 200Bs to the FELCV to print 100 photos of her daughter’s autopsy for the investigative file. She also had to pay for the transportation costs of investigators to and from the crime scene and the hearings.

Government officials, civil society members, and advocates echoed these families’ concerns about the excessive cost of seeking justice in Bolivia. An investigator explained, “theoretically justice is free, but experts have a cost, notifications have a cost. It is expensive.” A lawyer who works on femicide cases noted that “prosecutors and detectives ask for money to continue with the case, and families cannot afford it.” A judge was even more direct: “In Bolivia, justice is not free. You buy it.” Proper investigation and adjudication of femicide cases will not be possible so long as justice is driven by whether victims or their families have money. This economic reality constitutes a major barrier to justice for low-income families and is contrary to the country’s ideals, statutory protections, and constitutional guarantees.

Delays of Justice, Chicana Judicial, and Corruption: “They were trying to tire me.”

Bolivian law mandates that the adjudication period of any criminal case, including femicide, last at maximum
three years. In practice, however, the adjudication of cases can take much longer. One judge estimated that out of every 100 cases, approximately four or five are resolved within the prescribed period of time. Most of the cases reviewed by the Clinic did not meet the three-year deadline.

The Clinic team spoke to several families of femicide victims who identified lags in the judicial process as a significant barrier to justice. Rosario Mendez described the legal process as “five years of agony” as she continues to seek closure for the killing of her daughter Veronica in 2013. Similarly, Miriam Valeriano lamented that the “legal process has been very long and tiring,” making an agonizing situation even more painful.

Procedural delays in the adjudicatory phase can have a direct impact on families of victims and on the likelihood of achieving accountability. The more time that passes, the more costs accrue, which increases the likelihood that families abandon a case for lack of resources. As one lawyer noted, “there is a high rate of withdrawn cases because women cannot afford to carry on the process.” A judge shared this sentiment, stating, “Very few cases end in a conviction if one side has money. There can be a delay in justice.” In turn, delays in justice can result in impunity for those who commit femicide and ultimately undermine Bolivia’s goal of providing equal access to justice for women.

While some cases appear to be delayed because of mismanagement or apathy, others appear to be intentionally hindered through chicana judicial. Chicana judicial is a term for the delay tactic used by lawyers to prolong and frustrate the judicial process through frivolous motions, unreasonable paperwork, or other delays in order to favor one of the parties. In femicide cases, the chicana is almost exclusively used in favor of the accused. One judge observed repeated deliberate attempts to cause procedural delays in court and identified these practices as significant obstacles to the administration of justice, particularly for victims of femicide.

Several families of femicide victims indicated that these intentional delays harmed their cases. Calixta Choque explained that for six months, the prosecutor in the case of her half-sister, Magda Choque, made no effort to obtain the defendant’s declaration. Calixta stated that this ultimately contributed to the court’s decision to close the case. Similarly, Verónica Quintana’s family recalled how the defense lawyers in Verónica’s case repeatedly cancelled and rescheduled hearings because one of the five defendants was not present. The family said that in 2017, after persistent cancellations, the prosecutor in El Alto attempted to close the case because five years had passed without adjudication.

The Clinic team spoke with several families as well as officials who asserted that chicana judicial is often a successful tactic because of widespread corruption in the legal profession in Bolivia. Interviewees stated that affluent defendants pay for justice networks that include bribed lawyers, judges and/or prosecutors who utilize chicana judicial and personal connections to secure an acquittal. A Bolivian lawyer noted that the problem is pervasive: “There is lots of corruption. The family of the accused pays money to prosecutors. Judges and court interns also sometimes receive money.” A police officer also complained of corruption, stating, “the laws break down a lot because of power, corruption, and money.”

Several family members told the Clinic team that corruption can influence pre-trial detention and imprisonment. Two families expressed concern that affluent and well-connected defendants in pre-trial detention were given special treatment at detention centers and were even allowed to leave. This practice severely undermines the preventive purpose of pre-trial detention and effectively endangers families of victims and other women. Until corruption and other unethical practices by legal professionals are addressed, justice for victims of femicide will continue to be hindered in Bolivia.
VI. Institutional Discrimination

In addition to facing investigative and judicial hurdles, survivors and families of victims of gender-based violence recounted encountering discrimination and bias by government officials that have hindered justice in their cases. Frequently officials approach their work with a lack of a gendered perspective, which can lead to victim blaming and revictimization of women and their families. Additionally, indigenous families are further confronted with cultural and linguistic barriers.

Gender Bias

When analyzing gender-based crimes, particularly femicide, it is important that officials use a gendered perspective. According to the United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, the use of a gendered perspective requires “an analysis of the gender dimensions of the violations that includes the perspectives of everyone, including LGBTI, and the impacts of the human rights violations on all individuals and groups, which can differ depending on their sex and gender.” The Bolivian government has recognized the need for this perspective and has incorporated it into its own policies. The Public Ministry’s Minimum Guidelines for investigating femicide recognize that femicide should not be seen as isolated from sexist violence and states that “investigations must include and be carried out with a gender perspective.” According to the Minimum Guidelines, approaching an investigation with a gendered perspective involves, in part, analyzing an investigation with a consciousness of the social reality that women face in an androcentric, or male-centered, society and recognizing the impact of the inequality women face at any given time. Unfortunately, several interviewees stated that, in practice, officials do not always meet the standards outlined in the Minimum Guidelines and fail to apply a gendered perspective to their work, which can undermine accountability in femicide cases.

Both officials and family members of victims recounted how a lack of gendered perspective tainted officials’ decision-making at all stages of a case. In these cases, the officials’ bias was manifested in their choice of what information to investigate, who to charge, and which evidence to consider in making rulings. Human rights activists from the APDHB expressed similar concern about such bias, stating, “there is a patriarchal perspective in the police that affects their work.” A former police investigator echoed these concerns, explaining that police “work with blinders on, or in black and white,” but that they need to instead work with a “360 degrees perspective.”

 Victims’ families described how gender bias has caused investigators and prosecutors to overlook prior instances of abuse when investigating femicide cases. For example, Miriam Valeriano stated that the prosecutor in her daughter’s case was reluctant to charge Yessenia Fuentes’ boyfriend with femicide or enforce his house arrest despite the fact that Yessenia previously reported him to the police for abusing her. Similarly, Calixta Choque said that the police did not ask the husband or children of her deceased half-sister Magda to make statements, overlooking a previous report of domestic violence by her husband. Magda’s autopsy showed extensive signs of beating.

Interviewees also explained that officials failed to apply a gendered perspective in their investigations when signs of sexual assault existed. According to Rosario Mendez, officials found semen on the exterior clothing of her daughter Veronica Quintana but then failed to take the next step of testing her underwear. Similarly, Miriam Valeriano stated that officials disregarded indications of sexual violence, including lacerations on her breasts, which were “destroyed.” Such biases can lead police, investigators, and prosecutors to miss key opportunities to conduct investigations fairly and effectively.
Daniela Tapia worked as a model. ©2017 Edwin Tapia

Daniela Tapia

Daniela was a 29-year-old young professional from Tarija. She was close to her family, particularly her father Edwin. Edwin was extremely proud of Daniela's accomplishments: she had studied political science in Chile and worked as an advisor for the Bolivian senate. In 2014, Daniela and her husband Mauricio moved to La Paz and had their first and only child. The entire family was overjoyed with the arrival of the baby boy. Soon, however, their joy was broken as they heard her stories of Daniela’s husband abusing her.

Late in 2017, Daniela became inexplicably ill. According to Edwin, he repeatedly tried to check in on his daughter, but Mauricio would not let her speak on the phone and kept her locked in a room. Daniela’s son said that his mother would scream for help from her room. Upon learning of how dire her condition had become, Edwin called Mauricio from Tarija and demanded that Daniela be taken to a hospital. Three hours later, Mauricio took her to Clínica del Sur. Daniela died shortly after.

Mauricio has been formally charged for the crime of femicide, and he has been declared a fugitive. Daniela’s family continues to look for answers and seek justice. Edwin, Daniela’s four-year-old son and the rest of the family mourn Daniela’s death. “He destroyed my life and my grandson’s life,” Edwin laments. “What can I do for my daughter now?” he adds, “I can’t do anything for her anymore.”

Lack of Specialization in Gender Based Crimes

The Government of Bolivia has recognized the need for specialized professional investigators and judges to address the lack of gendered perspective in femicide cases, as demonstrated by the existence of FELCV investigators and judges specialized in violence against women. Unfortunately, these specialized officials are not accessible throughout Bolivia, particularly in rural areas.

Furthermore, many judges and investigators do not receive adequate training related to femicide and violence against women. One judge in La Paz noted that judges who specialize in violence against women cases also hear corruption cases, despite the fact that the two issues have little in common. The interviewee also stated that these judges do not receive specialized training for gender-based violence cases, nor do they need to possess specific expertise for appoint-
Victim Blaming

The tendency of officials to blame victims and overlook evidence that points to an alleged perpetrator’s culpability is often a consequence of gender bias. Belief in traditional gender norms and machismo by predominantly male police, investigators, and prosecutors may reinforce this victim-blaming bias. Activists from the APDHB recently observed victim blaming when surveying a group of women in El Alto. According to the APDHB, police often ignored the women’s complaints and accused them of being unfaithful to their partners. Among 46 families they interviewed who had brought complaints about violence against women to police, 41 families received no recourse.

The Clinic team spoke with several family members who recounted instances of victim blaming in their cases. Yessenia Fuentes’ mother, Miriam Valeriano, recalled how the prosecutor made comments to the family about Yessenia’s character, indicating his belief that she was at least partially culpable for her death for choosing to go to a party or have a boyfriend. Helen Alvarez stated that an investigator in her daughter Andrea’s case affirmed that if Andrea had not approached the moving car of the accused, she would not have died. The prosecutor ultimately labeled the crime as a car accident instead of femicide, despite conflicting physical evidence.

Gender bias and victim blaming appear to be especially pronounced in the misuse of psychological autopsies. According to the Public Ministry’s Minimum Guidelines, the purpose of a psychological autopsy is to reconstruct the psychological profile of a victim before death due to a “doubtful cause” and should be viewed as an “autonomous test... of a technical – scientific nature.” However, multiple family members interviewed by the Clinic team indicated that psychological autopsies were used to diminish or completely disregard the aggressor’s role in the victim’s death.

Doña Teo stated that the prosecutor in her daughter Veronica Chino’s case determined the case to be a suicide without providing Doña Teo an opportunity to speak to her daughter’s mental state and without examining the extensive documents she provided to him. Similarly, Helen Alvarez indicated that in her daughter Andrea Aramayo’s case, the investigators concluded that Andrea had a mental disorder based on a text message Andrea wrote after her breakup saying, “I want to die.” However, the investigators paid no attention to information presented by the victim’s family about Andrea’s mental state and indicators of physical or psychological abuse by her boyfriend. Veronica Quintana’s mother expressed a concern shared by several families of victims regarding psychological autopsies: that they often inappropriately shift the focus to “the person instead of the crime.”

Revictimization: “Women denounce violence only to receive more violence.”

Interviewees told the Clinic team that gender bias often manifested itself through the “revictimization” of victims and their family members. Families interviewed by the Clinic team consistently reported feeling revictimized throughout the investigatory and judicial process, stating that prosecutors and police officers displayed a general lack of sensitivity towards those who endure gender violence.
Revictimization can affect the victims of violence. For example, a senior police official stated that the FELCV room for examining and questioning women reporting abuse is not private. He recognized that this lack of privacy can perpetuate revictimization, in addition to creating a barrier to reporting violence.

Revictimization can also affect victims’ families. Veronica Quintana’s family felt revictimized by the prosecutor in their case after receiving what they felt was no support from him throughout the hearing process: “The authorities, they don’t care. They don’t listen to us.” The family ultimately had to become the driving force behind their case despite having no legal experience. Calixta Choque also said she felt revictimized by police in the case of her half-sister Magda. Calixta recalled how the police sergeant sided with the alleged perpetrator, who was also a police officer, and told Magda’s family that they should have given him Magda’s body simply because he was her husband, despite his reported history of abuse.

Institutional officials interviewed by the Clinic team also raised concerns about the revictimization of family members. For example, a medical examiner stated that he often sees family members forced to retell the same piece of information or give evidence repeatedly, up to six times, because of poor practices of prosecutors. The examiner said that this form of revictimization incentivizes families to drop or settle their cases in order to escape the pain of revisiting their loved one’s death or having to continually hear the victim portrayed in a derogatory manner by prosecutors and the media. Helen Alvarez explained the pain of revictimization: “First you kill my daughter. Now you want to kill her memory.”

**Linguistic Barriers**

The Clinic team spoke with several families whose cases were further undermined linguistic barriers. Doña Teo is a traditional Aymara woman who has been seeking justice for her daughter Veronica for several years. During our interview with her, Doña Teo struggled to explain her daughter’s story in broken Spanish since Aymara is her primary language. Despite language barriers, for six years Doña Teo has attended hearings conducted in Spanish and followed her daughter’s case without receiving an interpreter throughout the various stages of the process. Doña Teo stated, “They totally took advantage of me. I speak Aymara, not Spanish.” Bartolina Ramos, also Aymara, discussed similar hurdles in her daughter’s case. She explained, “I don’t know how to read and write, but [Vethy] studied hard. Now she’s gone.” An inability to communicate proficiently in Spanish limits a family’s ability to participate in the justice process and ultimately undermines justice for their loved ones.

Woman in Patacamaya. Femicide affects women in urban and rural areas in Bolivia. ©2019 Thomas Becker
VII. Recommendations

Bolivia has taken a number of significant steps in recent years to combat femicide and gender-based violence, including the enactment of Law 348 in 2013. Nevertheless, the Bolivian government must do more to protect women from violence and ensure their equal access to justice. The International Human Rights Clinic offers the following preliminary recommendations to the Plurinational State of Bolivia, including its state actors and officials.

To the Federal Government:

Reallocate Resources to Femicide Investigations

- While recognizing resource limitations within Bolivia, certain funds must be re-allocated to police and investigators so that officials can properly perform their duties. It is imperative that police officials have, at minimum, the basic materials necessary to conduct investigations. It is problematic that police officials, investigators, and victims’ family members interviewed by IHRC reported buying materials, such as photo equipment, computers, paper, and cotton swabs for investigations and autopsies. Those without economic resources should not be excluded from justice in Bolivia.

- In re-allocating resources, the national government should ensure that properly trained and equipped police forces and prosecutors’ offices exist not only in the larger cities, but also in rural areas so that all communities can access these institutions without enduring onerous costs and having to overcome additional obstacles.

Collaborate with Civil Society and Local Communities

- The national government should partner with and look for guidance from civil society, NGOs, and universities to prevent femicide. Civil society can help inform the government of ongoing implementation issues and raise public awareness.

- The national government should continue to invest in education aimed at preventing femicide. Its “Freedom Now from Violence, Our Identity, Our Values” campaign in which the Ministry of Communication worked with FELCV and civil society in El Alto is an example of a good first step. The government can also partner with schools and universities to provide women with information on support and resources available to them.

Follow Bolivian Laws and Procedures

- The Bolivian government and its officials must follow its own laws, official guidance manuals, and protocols when investigating and adjudicating femicide. The Constitution, the Manual to Judge with a Gender Perspective, and the Minimum Guidelines for Investigation of Crimes Against Women and Femicide provide state actors with guidance on their responsibilities. Additionally, Law 348 obligates the State to ensure that police, investigators, prosecutors, and judges follow certain protocols so that femicide cases can be properly investigated and adjudicated.

- Strong internal reporting mechanisms within the Public Ministry, the Ministry of Justice and police departments should be created in order to discipline officials who fail to abide by rules and protocols. Additionally, men who have committed violence against women should not occupy positions within the institutions where they work on femicide cases.
The Bolivian government should conduct an audit of femicides by collecting and publishing comprehensive data on the number of police complaints, investigations, and cases in which charges are filed for alleged femicides; femicide trials and their outcomes; as well as the number of killings of women and how many are suspected femicides as defined by Bolivian law. The national government started this process by preparing an audit in the case of Maria Pilico and should continue this effort to encourage compliance with the law and to identify ongoing areas of non-compliance.

To the Prosecutor’s Office and the Ministry of Justice:

Combat Corruption of Government Officials

- Recognizing that corruption is a pervasive and challenging problem, the Prosecutor’s Office and the Ministry of Justice (as well as the national government) should work to prevent corruption among...
prosecutors, lawyers, and judges, which can lead to a miscarriage of justice for victims. Bolivia should provide officials with more comprehensive anti-corruption training and require stricter conflict of interest checks on judges, prosecutors, and lawyers. Those involved in corruption should be prosecuted.

- The government should collaborate with local bar associations to promote professional ethics and ensure any misconduct is reported.

**Process Cases in a Timely and Comprehensive Manner**

- The adjudication of cases should be completed within, at minimum, the three years required by Bolivian law.\(^{239}\) Further, judges must comply with the guidelines set out in the *Manual to Judge with a Gender Perspective*.

**Improve Training and Specialization**

- Although judges are divided into areas of specialty, including adjudication of gender violence cases, the number and geographic reach of these positions should be increased.\(^{240}\) Additionally, specialized training and appointment processes must be used to make these positions meaningful.

- Specialized training for prosecutors handling femicide cases is imperative. Training should include, at a minimum, specific information and protocols for femicide cases and how to work with a gendered perspective.\(^{241}\)

**To Police and Investigators:**

**Complete Investigations in a Timely and Comprehensive Manner**

- The investigation of cases should be completed in a timely manner in order to preserve evidence and facilitate prompt and equal access to justice. The longer investigators wait to gather evidence and the slower they act, the more likely key information will be lost. Specifically, femicide investigations should be conducted in accordance with the *Minimum Guidelines for Investigation of Crimes Against Women and Femicide*.

- Investigations of femicide cases should be comprehensive. Investigators and prosecutors should work together to take statements from all pertinent witnesses, promptly collect all evidence relevant to the crime, and review any prior reports of violence by the aggressor.

**Eliminate Structural Barriers to Reporting**

- It is crucial that authorities reduce barriers women face in filing complaints and their families face in working with prosecutors. To do so, the police force should hire and properly train more women police officials and ensure that all police stations have rooms to provide privacy and confidentiality to victims and their families.\(^{242}\)

- Indigenous communities must be able to seek justice in their native languages. Victims, witnesses, and families should never be prevented from reporting or making a statement due to a lack of translator.

**Improve Training and Specialization**

- The national government has already implemented some specialized positions, such as those within the FELCV, however the number and geographic reach of these positions should be increased.\(^{243}\) Specialized training and appointment processes must be used to make these positions meaningful. Training should include specific protocols for femicide cases and guidance on how to work with a gender perspective.\(^{244}\)
### VIII. Table of Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APDHB:</td>
<td>Asamblea Permanente de Derechos Humanos de Bolivia (Permanent Assembly of Human Rights)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEDAW:</td>
<td>Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIDEM:</td>
<td>Centro de Información y Desarrollo de la Mujer (Women’s Information and Development Center)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FELCV:</td>
<td>Fuerza Especial de Lucha contra la Violencia (Special Force to Fight Violence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDIF:</td>
<td>Instituto de Investigaciones Forenses (Institute of Forensic Investigations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHRC:</td>
<td>The International Human Rights Clinic at Harvard Law School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAHO:</td>
<td>Pan-American Health Organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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